In recent years, Bayesian model updating techniques based on measured data have been applied to system identification of structures and to structural health monitoring. A fully probabilistic Bayesian model updating approach provides a robust and rigorous framework for these applications due to its ability to characterize modeling uncertainties associated with the underlying structural system and to its exclusive foundation on the probability axioms. The plausibility of each structural model within a set of possible models, given the measured data, is quantified by the joint posterior probability density function of the model parameters. This Bayesian approach requires the evaluation of multidimensional integrals, and this usually cannot be done analytically. Recently, some Markov chain Monte Carlo simulation methods have been developed to solve the Bayesian model updating problem. However, in general, the efficiency of these proposed approaches is adversely affected by the dimension of the model parameter space. In this paper, the Hybrid Monte Carlo method is investigated ͑also known as Hamiltonian Markov chain method͒, and we show how it can be used to solve higher-dimensional Bayesian model updating problems. Practical issues for the feasibility of the Hybrid Monte Carlo method to such problems are addressed, and improvements are proposed to make it more effective and efficient for solving such model updating problems. New formulae for Markov chain convergence assessment are derived. The effectiveness of the proposed approach for Bayesian model updating of structural dynamic models with many uncertain parameters is illustrated with a simulated data example involving a ten-story building that has 31 model parameters to be updated.
Introduction
Model updating using measured system response, with or without measured excitation, has a wide range of applications in structural health monitoring, structural response prediction, reliability and risk assessment, and structural control. There always exist modeling errors and uncertainties associated with the process of constructing a mathematical model of a structure and its future excitation, whether it is based on physics or on a black-box "nonparametric" model. Being able to quantify the uncertainties accurately and appropriately is essential for a robust prediction of future response and reliability of structures ͑Beck and Katafygiotis 1991 Katafygiotis , 1998 Papadimitriou et al. 2001; Beck and Au 2002; Cheung and Beck 2007a͒ . A fully probabilistic Bayesian model updating approach provides a robust and rigorous framework for these applications due to its ability to characterize modeling uncertainties associated with the underlying structural system and to its exclusive foundation on the probability axioms.
In our applications of the Bayesian approach, we use the CoxJaynes interpretation of probability ͑Cox 1961; Jaynes 2003͒ as an extension of binary Boolean logic to a multivalued logic of plausible inference where the plausibility of each model within a class M of models for a system, based on data D, is quantified by the updated joint probability density function p͑ ͉ D , M͒ ͑poste-rior PDF͒; here, the model parameters ⌰ ʚ R D define each model in M. By Bayes' theorem, this posterior PDF of is given by
where c = p͑D ͉ M͒ is the normalizing constant which makes the probability volume under the posterior PDF equal to unity; p͑D ͉ , M͒, is the likelihood function based on the predictive PDF for the response given by model class M; and p͑ ͉ M͒ is the prior PDF selected for the model class M which is used to quantify the initial plausibility of each predictive model defined by the value of the parameters allowing prior information to be incorporated. Based on the data D, it is useful to classify a Bayesian model class M into one of three distinct categories ͑Beck and Katafygiotis 1991 Katafygiotis , 1998 Katafygiotis and Lam 2002͒: globally identifiable, locally identifiable, and unidentifiable, depending on whether the set of maximum likelihood estimates is a singleton, finite, or uncountable ͑continuum͒ respectively, in the parameter space ⌰.
One of the most useful applications of Bayesian model updating is to make predictions about future events based on past observations. Assume D contains data ͑for example, output response and perhaps input data as well͒ from the measurements on the system. Let X 1:n denote n observations of some physical quantity of interest ͑for example, total accelerations or interstory drifts͒ at different discrete time instants which are contained in D. Based on a choice of model class M in which each value of gives one model, all the probabilistic information for the prediction of the future responses X n+1:n+m at m different time instants is contained in the robust predictive PDF for M given by the Theorem of Total Probability p͑X n+1:n+m ͉D,M͒ = ͵ p͑X n+1:n+m ͉,M͒p͉͑D,M͒d ͑2͒
where the predictive PDF of each model is weighted by its posterior probability.
The Bayesian approach requires the evaluation of multidimensional integrals, such as in Eq. ͑2͒, and this usually cannot be done analytically. Laplace's method of asymptotic approximation ͑Beck and Katafygiotis 1991 has been used in the past, which utilizes a Gaussian approximation to the posterior PDF which is valid when there is a large amount of data. However, application of this approximation faces difficulties when ͑1͒ the amount of data is small so its accuracy is questionable; or ͑2͒ the chosen class of models is unidentifiable based on the available data. Also, such an approximation requires a nonconvex optimization in what is usually a high-dimensional parameter space, which is computationally challenging, especially when the model class is not globally identifiable and so there may be multiple global maximizing points.
Thus, in recent years, focus has shifted from asymptotic approximations to using stochastic simulation methods in which samples consistent with the posterior PDF p͑ ͉ D , M͒ are generated. There are several difficulties related to this sampling: ͑1͒ the normalizing constant c in Bayes' theorem ͑1͒ is unknown a priori and its evaluation requires a high-dimensional integration over the uncertain parameter space; and ͑2͒ the high probability content of p͑ ͉ D , M͒ occupies a much smaller volume than that of the prior PDF, so samples in the high probability region of p͑ ͉ D , M͒ cannot be generated efficiently by sampling from the prior PDF using direct Monte Carlo simulation. To tackle the aforementioned difficulties, Markov chain Monte Carlo ͑MCMC͒ simulation methods ͑e.g., Robert and Casella 1999; Beck and Au 2002; Ching et al. 2006; Ching and Cheng 2007; Muto and Beck 2008͒ were proposed to solve the Bayesian model updating problem more efficiently.
Probably the most well-known MCMC method is the Metropolis-Hastings ͑MH͒ algorithm ͑Metropolis et al. 1953; Hastings 1970͒ which creates samples from a Markov chain whose stationary state is a specified target PDF. In principle, this algorithm can be used to generate samples from the posterior PDF but, in practice, its direct use is highly inefficient because the high probability content is often concentrated in a very small volume of the parameter space. Beck and Au ͑2000, 2002͒ proposed an approach which combines the idea from simulated annealing with the MH algorithm to simulate from a sequence of target PDFs, where each such PDF is the posterior PDF based on an increasing amount of data. The sequence starts with the spread-out prior PDF and ends with the much more concentrated posterior PDF. The samples from a target PDF in the sequence are used to construct a kernel sampling density which acts as a global proposal PDF for the MH procedure for the next target PDF in the sequence. The success of this approach relies on the ability of the proposal PDF to simulate samples efficiently for each intermediate PDF. However, in practice, this approach is only applicable in lower dimensions since in higher dimensions, a prohibitively large number of samples are required to construct a good global proposal PDF which can generate samples with reasonably high acceptance probability. In other words, if the sample size for the particular level is not large enough, most of the candidate samples generated by the proposal PDF will be rejected by the MH algorithm, leading to many repeated samples, greatly slowing down the exploration of the high probability region of the posterior PDF.
Ching et al. ͑2006͒ adopted Gibbs sampling ͑Geman and Geman 1984͒ to solve high-dimensional model updating problems that use linear structural models and modal data. Ching and Cheng ͑2007͒ proposed the transitional markov chain monte carlo ͑TMCMC͒ algorithm and Muto and Beck ͑2008͒ applied it to the updating of hysteretic structural models. TMCMC adopts the idea as in Beck and Au ͑2002͒ of using a sequence of intermediate PDFs such that the last PDF in the sequence is p͑ ͉ D , M͒. The main difference is in the way samples are simulated: TMCMC uses reweighting and resampling techniques on the samples from a target PDF i ͑͒ in the sequence to generate initial samples for the next target PDF i+1 ͑͒ in the sequence. A Markov chain of samples is initiated from each of these initial samples using the MH algorithm with stationary distribution i+1 ͑͒: each sample is generated from a local random walk using a Gaussian proposal PDF centered at the current sample of the chain that has a covariance matrix estimated by importance sampling using samples from i ͑͒. TMCMC has several advantages over the previous approaches: ͑1͒ it is more efficient; ͑2͒ it allows the estimation of the normalizing constant c of p͑ ͉ D , M͒, which is important for Bayesian model class selection ͑Beck and Yuen 2004͒. However, TMCMC has potential problems in higher dimensions which need further attention: ͑1͒ the initial samples from reweighting and resampling of samples in i ͑͒, in general, do not exactly follow i+1 ͑͒, so the Markov chains must "burn-in" before samples follow i+1 ͑͒, requiring a large amount of samples to be generated for each intermediate level; ͑2͒ in higher dimensions, convergence to i+1 ͑͒ can be very slow when using the MH algorithm based on local random walks, as in TMCMC. This adverse effect becomes more pronounced as the dimension increases, and it introduces more inaccuracy into the statistical estimates based on the samples.
In this paper, we show how the Hybrid Monte Carlo method, also known as Hamiltonian Markov chain method, can be used to solve higher-dimensional Bayesian model updating problems. Additional proof of the validity of the Hybrid Monte Carlo method using the Fokker-Planck equation is also provided. Features and parameters which affect the effectiveness of the Hybrid Monte Carlo method for higher-dimensional updating problems are discussed. Practical issues for feasibility of the method are addressed, and improvements are proposed to make it more effective and efficient for solving higher-dimensional model updating problems in structural dynamics. New formulae for Markov chain convergence assessment are derived. The effectiveness of the proposed approach for Bayesian model updating of structural dynamic models with many uncertain parameters is illustrated with a simulate data example involving a ten-story building that has 31 model parameters to be updated.
Hybrid Monte Carlo Method
Hybrid Monte Carlo method ͑HMCM͒ was first introduced by Duane et al. ͑1987͒ as a MCMC technique for sampling from complex distributions by combining Gibbs sampling, MH algorithm acceptance rule, and deterministic dynamical methods. By avoiding the local random walk behavior exhibited by the MH algorithm through the use of dynamical methods, HMCM can be much more efficient. The advantage of HMCM is even more pronounced when sampling the highly-correlated parameters from posterior distributions that are often encountered in Bayesian structural model updating. However, the potential of HMCM has not yet been explored in Bayesian structural model updating.
In HMCM, a fictitious dynamical system is considered in which auxiliary "momentum" variables p R D are introduced and the uncertain parameters R D in the target distribution ͑͒ are treated as the variables for the displacement. The total energy ͑Hamiltonian function͒ of the fictitious dynamical system is defined by H͑ , p͒ = V͑͒ + W͑p͒, where its potential energy V͑͒ =−ln ͑͒ and its kinetic energy W͑p͒ depend only on p and some chosen positive definite "mass" matrix M R
Since M can be chosen at our convenience, it is taken as a diagonal matrix with entries M i , i.e., M = diag͑M i ͒. A joint distribution f͑ , p͒ over the phase space ͑ , p͒ is considered
where Kϭnormalizing constant. Clearly
Note that ͑͒ can be unnormalized ͑the usual situation that arises when constructing a posterior PDF͒ since its normalizing constant can be absorbed into K. Samples of from ͑͒ can be obtained if we can sample ͑ , p͒ from the joint distribution f͑ , p͒ in Eq. ͑5͒. Note that Eq. ͑5͒ shows that p and are independent and the marginal distributions of and p are, respectively, ͑͒ and N͑0 , M͒, a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and covariance matrix M. Using Hamilton's equations, the evolution of ͑ , p͒ through fictitious time t is given by dp dt
There are four features worth noting regarding the above evolution: 1. The total energy H remains constant throughout the evolution; 2. The dynamics are time reversible, i.e., if a trajectory initiates at ͑Ј , pЈ͒ at time 0 and ends at ͑Љ , pЉ͒ at time t, then a trajectory starting at ͑Љ , pЉ͒ at time 0 will end at ͑Ј , pЈ͒ at time −t ͑or, equivalently, a trajectory starting at ͑Љ ,−pЉ͒ at time 0 will end at ͑Ј ,−pЈ͒ at time t͒; 3. The volume of a region of phase space remains constant ͑by Liouville's theorem͒; and 4. The above evolution of ͑ , p͒ leaves f͑ , p͒ in Eq. ͑5͒ as the stationary distribution ͑Duane et al. 1987͒; in particular, if ͑0͒ follows the distribution ͑͒, then after time t, ͑t͒ also follows ͑͒. Duane et al. ͑1987͒ proved this by showing that the detailed balance condition for the stationarity of a Markov chain is satisfied. In Appendix I, we provide an alternative proof to show that f͑ , p͒ is actually the stationary distribution using the diffusionless Fokker-Planck equation. If we start with ͑0͒ and draw a sample p͑0͒ from N͑0 , M͒, then solve the Hamiltonian dynamics ͑6͒ and ͑7͒ for some time t, the final values ͓͑t͒ , p͑t͔͒ will provide an independent sample ͑t͒ from ͑͒. In practice, Eqs. ͑6͒ and ͑7͒ have to be solved numerically using some time-stepping algorithm such as the commonly-used leapfrog algorithm ͑Duane et al. 1987͒. In this latter case, for time step ␦t, we have
Eqs. ͑8͒-͑10͒ can be reduced to
The gradient of V with respect to needs to be calculated once only for each time instant since its value in the last step in the above algorithm at time t is the same as the first step at time t + ␦t.
HMCM Algorithm
The complete algorithm of HMCM can be summarized as follows ͑for some chosen M, ␦t, and L͒: 1. Initialize 0 ͑discussion of the choice of this is presented in a later section͒ and simulate p 0 such that p 0 ϳ N͑0 , M͒; 2. Repeat the following for i = 1 , . . . ,N:
In iteration i, let the most recent sample be
Randomly draw a new momentum vector pЈ from N͑0 , M͒; b. Initiate the leapfrog algorithm with ͓͑0͒ , p͑0͔͒ = ͑ i-1 , pЈ͒ and run the algorithm for L time steps to obtain a new candidate sample ͑Љ , pЉ͒ = ͓͑t + L␦t͒ , p͑t + L␦t͔͒; and c. Accept ͑ i , p i ͒ = ͑Љ , pЉ͒ with probability P acc = min ͕1 , exp͑−⌬H͖͒ where
Discussion of Algorithm
Step 2 a allows simulation of samples in regions with different H, thereby allowing the Markov chain to move to any point in the phase space of ͑ , p͒ via the deterministic step in 2 b. This is an important step since it allows a global exploration of the space in contrast to the local random walk behavior of the MH algo-rithm with a local proposal PDF. We can represent most integration algorithms used to solve Hamilton's equations by the following general iterative formula:
where h corresponds to the mapping produced by the timestepping algorithm, e.g., leap frog. The candidate sample ͑ c , p c ͒ is then the output of the following:
͑14͒
where z is a standard Gaussian vector with independent components N͑0,1͒. Thus, Steps 2 a and 2 b together can be viewed as drawing a candidate sample from a global transition PDF which is non-Gaussian if the mapping h is nonlinear ͑the usual case͒. Applying mapping h multiple times leads to the exploration of the phase space further away from the current point, toward the higher probability region, avoiding the local random walk behavior of most MCMC methods. Therefore, HMCM can be viewed as a combination of Gibbs sampling ͑Step 2 a͒ followed by a Metropolis algorithm step ͑Step 2 c͒ in an enlarged space with an implied complicated proposal PDF that enhances a more global exploration of the phase space than using a simple Gaussian PDF centered at the current sample, as adopted for the proposal PDF in the random walk Metropolis algorithm. Although the leapfrog algorithm is volume preserving ͑sym-pletic͒ and time reversible, H does not remain exactly constant due to the systematic error introduced by the discretization of Eqs. ͑6͒ and ͑7͒ with the leapfrog algorithm. To keep f͑ , p͒ as the invariant PDF of the Markov chain, and thus keep ͑͒ invariant, this systematic error needs to be corrected through the Metropolis acceptance/rejection step in Step 2 c. The probability of acceptance, p acc , in Step 2 c depends only on the difference in energy ⌬H between H for the candidate sample ͑Љ , pЉ͒ and H for ͑ i-1 , pЈ͒, which initiates the current leapfrog steps. The candidate sample ͑Љ , pЉ͒ with lower H is always accepted, while that with higher H is accepted with a probability of min͕1 , exp͑−⌬H͖͒.
It is worth noting that when L = 1, HMCM is similar to an algorithm in which the evolution of follows the following Itô stochastic differential equation:
where W ͑t͒ R D is a standard Wiener process. The discretized version corresponding to Eq. ͑15͒ is
where c ϭcandidate sample and z is a standard Gaussian vector with independent components that are N͑0,1͒. Thus, it is interesting to see that when L = 1, the candidate sample of HMCM is drawn from the Gaussian proposal PDF
where the mean ͓͑t͔͒ and the covariance matrix C are given by the following:
͑19͒
It can be seen from Eq. ͑18͒ that the above algorithm can reduce the tendency to do a local random walk by having a drift term that tends to force the Markov chain samples toward the higher probability region of ͑͒.
There are three parameters, namely M, ␦t, and L, that need to be chosen before performing HMCM. If ␦t is chosen to be too large, the energy H at the end of the trajectory will deviate too much from the energy at the start of the trajectory which may lead to frequent rejections due to the Metropolis step in Step 2 c. Thus, ␦t should be chosen small enough so that the average rejection rate due to the Metropolis step is not too large but not too small that effective exploration of the high probability region is inhibited; a procedure for optimally choosing ␦t is presented later. For each dynamic evolution in the deterministic Step 2 b, L can be randomly chosen from a discrete uniform distribution from 1 to some preselected L max to avoid getting into a resonance condition ͑Mackenzie 1989͒ ͑although it occurs rarely in practice͒ in which the trajectories from Step 2 b go around the same closed trajectory for a number of cycles. Matrix M can be chosen to be a diagonal matrix diag͑M 1 , . . . , M D ͒, where M i is 1 for each i if the components of are of comparable scale. This can be ensured by initially normalizing the uncertain parameters .
Proposed Improvements
Computation of Gradient of V"… in Implementation of HMCM In general, ٌV͑͒ =−ٌ ln ͑͒ cannot be found analytically, so numerical methods must be used to find its value. The most common method uses finite differences. The computation of the gradient vector ٌV͑͒ using finite differences requires either D or 2D evaluations of V, where Dϭdimension of the uncertain parameters.
Here we propose to use "algorithmic differentiation" ͑Rall 1981; Kagiwada et al. 1986͒ , in which a program code for sensitivity analysis ͑gradient calculation͒ can be created alongside the original program for an output analysis to form a combined code for both output analysis and sensitivity analysis. The program code for the output analysis can always be viewed as a composite of basic arithmetic operations and some elementary intrinsic functions. The main idea of algorithmic differentiation is to apply the chain rule for differentiation judiciously to the elementary functions, the building blocks forming the program for output analysis, and to calculate the output and its sensitivity with respect to the input parameters simultaneously in one code. Reverse differentiation is a form of algorithmic differentiation ͑Wolfe 1982; Griewank 1989͒ which starts with the output variables and computes the sensitivity of the output with respect to each of the intermediate variables. The biggest advantage of reverse differentiation is seen when the output variable is a scalar and the corresponding gradient, with respect to high-dimensional input parameters, is of interest. Under this circumstance, it has been shown ͑Griewank 1989͒ that the computational effort required by reverse differentiation to calculate the gradient accurately is only between 1 to 4 times of that required to calculate the output function, regardless of the dimension of the input parameters. This situation applies to our problem since the output variable of interest is the scalar function V.
Structural analysis programs usually involve program statements which perform vector and matrix operations and solve implicit linear equations. Higher-dimensional implicit linear equations are involved and the number of elementary intermediate variables required to store information for differentiation is large. Thus, it is more efficient to perform differentiation at the vector or matrix levels. A very efficient reverse differentiation code has been derived for this case in this work. Due to the space limitations, the details of the derivations and implementation are not presented here.
Control of ␦t
The acceptance probability of a candidate sample at the end of the ͑ , p͒ trajectory for the Hamiltonian dynamics of Eqs. ͑6͒ and ͑7͒ is influenced by the discretization errors introduced by the integration algorithm. The distance d moved in the ͑ , p͒ space after one evolution depends on ␦t. In HMCM, ␦t should be chosen small enough so that the average rejection rate due to the Metropolis step is not too large. On the other hand, larger ␦t facilitates a bigger movement from the existing samples and so a better exploration of the phase space. Therefore, we want to choose ␦t which is as large as possible while at the same time maintaining a reasonable acceptance rate of the Metropolis step. This can be achieved by maximizing the expected distance d͑␦t͒ moved by a sample with respect to ␦t
where the average acceptance probability in HMCM, P acc , can be estimated by counting the proportion of distinct samples out of the amount of samples simulated. To do the above maximization, one can use a small number of samples and empirically explore different ␦t's to achieve maximum d͑␦t͒ with ␦t chosen such that P acc ജ p 0 ͑say p 0 = 0.1͒.
Increasing the Acceptance Probability of Samples
If the acceptance probability is increased for a fixed ␦t, then it will produce a reduction in the repetition of samples, thus improving the efficiency of exploration of the posterior PDF by the HMCM samples. In very high dimensions, one way to further increase the acceptance probability is to use more accurate higher-order symplectic integrators, such as those in Forest and Ruth ͑1990͒, but at the expense of increased computational effort. Another variant is to utilize information in the trajectory samples when moving from
Step 2 of HMCM ͑Neal 1994; Cheung and Beck 2007b͒ Starting Markov Chain in High Probability Region of Posterior PDF Starting the Markov chain with an initial point 0 closer to the important region of the posterior PDF can lead to more efficient exploration of this region. The following has been found to be effective:
The optimization of V͑͒ ͓equivalently ͔͑͒ to select 0 can be performed using an efficient SPSA ͑simultaneous perturbation stochastic approximation͒ optimization algorithm ͑Spall 1998a͒ with the use of common random numbers ͑Kleinman 1999͒. 0 is taken as the approximate optimal solution * obtained by the optimization algorithm. This method relies on the approximation of ٌV͑͒ using a two-sided perturbation as follows:
where ⌬ = ͓⌬ 1 , ⌬ 2 , . . . ,⌬ D ͔ is the perturbation vector, the distribution of which is user-specified and h is a scalar which dictates the size of the perturbation of . A simple and valid choice for ⌬ ͑Spall 1998b; Sadegh and Spall 1998͒ is to use a symmetric Bernoulli distribution:
In SPSA, all components of are perturbed randomly and simultaneously, and only two evaluations of the function V are required ͑instead of 2D evaluations required in the finite central difference method͒ to estimate the whole gradient vector ٌV. The optimization algorithm for determining an optimal point * is done by running the following recursive equation, starting with some initial guess 0 :
where
. . ,⌬ kD ͔ϭperturbation vector generated in the kth iteration using the Bernoulli distribution as before; a k = a 0 / ͑A + k +1͒ ␣ and b k = b 0 / ͑k +1͒ ␥ are gain sequences which are critical to the performance of SPSA based optimization. Normalization of is performed so that each component of is of comparable scale. Some guidelines for the selection of the non-negative coefficients a 0 , b 0 , A, ␣, and ␥ are provided in Spall ͑1998b͒. Common random numbers can be used to further improve the convergence of the above SPSA optimization algorithm ͑Kleinman et al. 1999͒. Another improvement is to use a second-order stochastic algorithm analogous to the deterministic Newton-Raphson algorithm ͑Spall 1997͒.
It should be noted that the approach presented in this section cannot solve the case involving well-separated regions with high probability content of the posterior PDF. On the other hand, with enough samples in previous levels, TMCMC can potentially provide initial points in different regions of high probability content of the posterior PDF by making use of multiple chains. However, the inherent convergence and efficiency problems of the random walk MH algorithm in higher dimensions still exists. One can incorporate HMCM proposed in this paper into TMCMC by replacing the random walk Metropolis algorithm in simulating from the whole sequence of PDFs or just the last PDF in the sequence. In practice, the case involving well-separated regions with high probability content of the posterior PDF is relatively rare.
Assessment of Markov Chain Reaching Stationarity
Given a finite set of N samples ͑k͒ , k =1,2, ... ,N, from a Markov chain distributed according to its stationary PDF ͑͒, the estimate for the expectation of any function g͑͒ of is as follows:
For example, if g͑͒ = , then E͓g͔͑͒ will become the expected value of , i.e., E͓͔. If the Markov chain is ergodic, the righthand side of Eq. ͑24͒ converges almost surely to the left-hand side for samples simulated using MCMC procedures such as the one presented in this paper ͑Tierney 1994͒. In this section, we first present a new approach to assess whether the samples ͑k͒ , k =1,2, ... ,N, simulated using an MCMC algorithm, have converged to samples from its stationary PDF ͑͒. Then we exam-ine how the accuracy of the estimator in Eq. ͑24͒ depends on the number of samples N.
A common existing approach for convergence assessment is based on observing whether the sample estimate of a certain E͓g͔͑͒ stabilizes for some chosen function g. However, this can give misleading results since the stabilization can be a result of the chain of samples being trapped in some neighborhood of the parameter space ͑but the Markov chain has not yet converged to the stationary distribution͒. Another major drawback of this approach is that it is hard to judge how far the underlying Markov chain is away from reaching stationarity or convergence since one does not know a priori what value the estimate for E͓g͔͑͒ should converge to.
To solve the above issues, we establish a known quantity depending on ͑͒ which can also be estimated from the samples, then we check how far the estimate is from the exact value of the chosen quantity. Consider the quantity
where g͑ i ͒ is such that there exists some differentiable function G͑ i ͒ with GЈ͑ i ͒ = g͑ i ͒. Recall that ͑͒ = c −1 exp͓−V͔͑͒. Denote −i as a vector containing all elements of except i ; ͑ i ͒ as the marginal distribution of i ; and i u and i l as the upper limit and lower limit of the domain of integration with respect to i , respectively. After performing integration by parts on I i with respect to i , an alternative expression for E͓g͑ i ͔͒ can be obtained. If we divide this alternative expression by I i as follows, Q i should be equal to 1:
͑26͒
The second term in the nominator can be expressed in terms of ͑ i ͒ as follows:
Thus, Eq. ͑26͒ becomes
Denote i ͑k͒ as the ith component of the kth sample ͑k͒ from ͑͒.
The sample estimate Q i for Q i is given by
It is convenient to choose G͑ i ͒ = i so that g͑ i ͒ = 1, and thus Eq. ͑29͒ becomes
where the second term in the numerator of Eq. ͑29͒ is dropped because usually, for model updating problems, ͑ i ͒ decays exponentially as i approaches the limit of domain of integration. Asymptotically, all Q i 's should converge to 1 with increasing N.
With the above construction, we can define a quantity which averages over all Q i 's
The exact value of Q is 1. The estimate Q for Q by simulation is obtained by averaging all Q i 's
We assume that the Markov chain is close enough to stationarity if the error of Q is less than a certain acceptable threshold, i.e., ͉Q −1͉ Ͻ.
Statistical Accuracy of Sample Estimator
Now, let Ẽ ͓g͔͑͒ denote the estimator of E͓g͔͑͒ as in Eq. ͑24͒ for some function g. Let ͑k͒ , k =1,2, ... ,N, denote samples from the stationary PDF ͑͒. The statistical accuracy of the sample estimator Ẽ ͓g͔͑͒ =1/ N͚ k=1 N g͑ ͑k͒ ͒ can be assessed by evaluating the corresponding coefficient of variation ͑c.o.v.͒ ␦ g which can be estimated using the following:
where the mean E͓Ẽ ͓g͔͔͑͒ and variance Var͑Ẽ ͓g͔͑͒͒ of the sample estimate can be estimated using the following ͑the derivation of Var͑Ẽ ͓g͔͑͒͒ is shown in Appendix II͒:
Var͑Ẽ ͓g͔͑͒͒ is equal to the lower bound ͑0͒ / N ͑corresponding to =0͒ when the samples are independent ͑such as when using standard Monte Carlo simulation͒ while Var͑Ẽ ͓g͔͑͒͒ is equal to the upper bound ͑0͒ ͑corresponding to = N −1͒ when the samples are perfectly correlated. The closer the value of is to zero, the less correlated the samples are. In fact, N / ͑1+͒ can be viewed as the effective number of independent samples. Eqs. ͑34͒-͑37͒ can be used to estimate the c.o.v. for the estimator of E͓g͔͑͒ from N MCMC samples.
Illustrative Example: Ten-Story Building
Suppose that noisy accelerometer data ͑simulated here͒ are available from a ten-story building excited by an earthquake. Two sets of data are considered: Data Set 1 are the acceleration data that are contaminated by a typical amount of noise ͑10% rms noiseto-signal ratio͒ used in published simulated data studies; Dataset 2 are the acceleration data that are contaminated by a large amount of noise ͑100% rms noise-to-signal ratio͒ to examine the robustness of the Bayesian procedure to extreme noise levels. System identification is to be performed using a ten-story linear shearbuilding model and so we estimate the mass m i , damping coefficient c i , and stiffness parameter k i for each story, i = 1 , . . . , 10. A duration of 10 s ͑with a sample interval of 0.01 s͒ of the total acceleration at the base, the first floor, and the roof are measured. The measurements corresponding to Dataset 1 and Dataset 2 are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 , respectively. Let N o = 2 denote the number of observed degrees of freedom ͑first floor and roof͒ and N T = 1000 denote the length of the discrete time history data. Let y n ͑t j ; ͒ denote the output at time t j at the nth observed degree of freedom predicted by the proposed structural model and ŷ n ͑t j ͒ denote the corresponding measured output. As in Beck and Katafygiotis ͑1991, 1998͒, the prediction and measurement errors n ͑t j ͒ = ŷ n ͑t j ͒ − y n ͑t j ; ͒ for n =1,2, ... ,N o and j =1,2, ... ,N T , are modeled as independent and identically distributed Gaussian variables with mean zero and some unknown variance 2 , based on the Principle of Maximum Entropy ͑Jaynes 2003͒. Altogether, we need to estimate 31 model parameters with included.
The likelihood function p͑D ͉ ͒ for this problem is
Note that this updating problem is unidentifiable because the mass, stiffness, and damping parameters can be uniformly scaled without changing the y n ͑t j ; ͒. The prior PDF for is chosen to be independent distributions, that is, HMCM is applied by first doing 3000 evaluations of ͑͒ for Dataset 1 and 4000 evaluations of ͑͒ for Dataset 2 to find the initial point via the SPSA algorithm. The SPSA stopping criteria is such that each component of and ln ͑͒ of the current iteration and the previous iteration differ by less than a prescribed threshold of 1%. Then 3000 HMCM samples are generated which are sufficient to reduce the error of Q time-stepping to less than = 0.1, where Q is evaluated using Eqs. ͑30͒ and ͑32͒. In the HMCM, L is chosen to be an integer selected from a uniform distribution over the interval ͓0, 40͔ and ␦t = 0.0005 for Dataset 1 and ␦t = 0.0075 for Dataset 2 to give an average probability of accepting candidate samples of about 0.8-0.9. The upper limit of L is chosen such that the correlation between the neighboring samples for each component is small ͑in this case, the correlation coefficient of the neighboring samples is less than 0.2͒.
The partial derivative of V͑͒ in HMCM with respect to 31 can be determined analytically 
The remaining 30 components of the gradient of V with respect to are calculated using the efficient reverse algorithmic differentiation code which was developed in this study. Fig. 3 shows that the gradient computation using the reverse algorithmic differentiation ͑RD͒ overlaps with that obtained by central finite difference ͑CFD͒ with optimum perturbation size. It should be noted that the amount of computations required by CFD to calculate a gradient vector is 30 times that required by RD. Table 1 shows the sample mean ͑column 3͒, sample c.o.v. ͑column 4͒, and estimation error ͑column 5͒ of the structural parameters, along with the exact values ͑column 2͒ of the parameters used to generate Data Set 1. Compared with the prior uncertainty in the parameters, the posterior ͑updated͒ uncertainty is reduced since the data provide information about these parameters. There is a smaller degree of reduction in the uncertainty in the mass parameters than that in the damping and stiffness param- eters. This is because the prior PDF for the mass parameters is closer to the corresponding posterior PDF than that for the other parameters. As expected, there is a higher uncertainty in the damping parameters than in the mass and stiffness parameters. This is because the modal contributions to the response are more sensitive to the mass and stiffness than to the damping. It can be seen that the estimation error is reasonably small: 0.3-10.0% for mass parameters; 0.4-13.7% for damping parameters; 0.75-7.0% for stiffness parameters. Column 6 shows the magnitude of the error in terms of the number of standard deviations. It can be seen that the magnitude of error is less than 2 standard deviations for almost all parameters. Table 2 shows the results using Data Set 2, which is the large noise case. It can be seen that even in this case, the performance of Bayesian system identification is still good. In most cases, the errors in the stiffness parameters are significantly larger than Dataset 1. The results for the stiffness parameters are highly correlated with one another and are not jointly Gaussian. Fig. 4 shows the samples plots for some pairs of i corresponding to the stiffness. It can be seen clearly that the stiffness parameters are not jointly Gaussian. Figs. 5 and 6 show plots where posterior samples for some k i / k 0 and ln͑k i / k 0 ͒, respectively, are plotted on Gaussian probability paper. If the samples essentially lie on a straight line in these plots, the posterior marginal distribution of i can be taken to be approximately Gaussian or lognormal, respectively. From the figures, it can be seen that the marginal distribution for some stiffness parameters ͑for example, k 2 , k 8 , k 9 , k 10 , etc.͒ are non-Gaussian and also not log-normal. The multivariate Gaussian approximation of the posterior PDF that is effectively assumed in Bayesian updating using Laplace's asymptotic approximation ͑Beck and Katafygiotis, 1991 , is not so good here because the few observed locations ͑N o =2͒, high noise-tosignal ratio ͑100%͒, and many parameters ͑31͒ make the problem unidentifiable ͑e.g., see Fig. 4͒ . Being able to capture the nonGaussian behavior of the posterior PDF is essential for robust prediction of the future response and reliability of structures ͑Cheung and Beck 2007a͒.
To illustrate the predictive power and robustness of the Bayesian model updating approach using HMCM, we compare the exact time histories of the total acceleration ͑Fig. 7͒, the displacement ͑Fig. 8͒, and the interstory drift ͑Fig. 9͒ of some unobserved floors with the corresponding mean response from the robust predictive PDF given by Eq. ͑2͒. The solid curve shows the exact values of the response; the dashed curve shows the mean robust response estimated by averaging over the mean responses from each of the posterior samples. The two dotted curves give the responses that are twice the standard deviation of the predicted robust response from the mean robust response. The curves for the exact and the mean total acceleration, displacement, and drift responses are almost indistinguishable. Also, all figures show that the exact response lies almost always between the two dot-dashed curves. It can be seen that Bayesian robust analyses are able to give robust prediction of the response even at the unobserved degrees of freedom, despite the fact that the model is unidentifiable based on very noisy data. The total acceleration being a linear combination of displacements and velocities has its uncertainty contributed by both displacements and velocities, while the interstory drift being the difference of the displacement of the two neighboring floors has its uncertainty contributed by the displacement of the two floors. Thus, higher uncertainties can be found in predicting the total acceleration and interstory drift than predicting the floor displacement.
The building considered in this example has nonclassical damping and, thus, possesses complex modes. Table 3 gives the sample mean ͑with sample c.o.v. inside the parenthesis͒ of the natural frequency ͑column 4͒ and damping ratio ͑column 5͒ for each complex mode along with the exact values of the natural frequency and damping ratio ͑columns 2 and 3͒. It can be seen that the Bayesian analysis is able to give robust estimates for these modal parameters of the underlying structure despite the large noise and lack of identifiability in the structural parameters. As expected, the estimates for the lower modes are better than those for the higher modes ͑as can be seen from the higher sample c.o.v. for the parameters corresponding to higher modes͒ because only the first few complex modes of the structure are excited significantly by the earthquake ground motion, so it is the information from these modes that are primarily utilized in the estimation of the shear-building model parameters. However, the highermode frequencies and damping parameters are still quite accurately estimated, presumably because the tridiagonal shearbuilding stiffness and damping matrices induce strong constraints on the modal parameters.
Concluding Remarks
The proposed methodology shows high potential for solving model updating problems in higher-dimensional parameter spaces, even unidentifiable ones, which are well known to present a challenging computational problem. Any type of model can be used: physics-based or blackbox, linear or nonlinear, without restriction on the type of data. Although our focus of application here is on system identification and model updating of structural dynamic systems, there are other possible areas of potential application such as Bayesian regression and classification problems ͑e.g., Oh et al. 2008͒ .
The Hybrid Monte Carlo algorithm is presented and its features are discussed and reviewed in detail. Improvements are proposed to make the Hybrid Monte Carlo method more effective and efficient for solving higher-dimensional model updating problems in structural dynamics. New formulae for Markov chain convergence assessment are also derived. The illustrative numerical example shows that based on acceleration data from the structure, the proposed fully probabilistic Bayesian model updating approach is able to characterize modeling uncertainties associated with the underlying structural system and can provide robust estimation even when the model class is unidentifiable based on the recorded response.
The focus of this paper is to establish the tools that are suitable for solving Bayesian model updating problems involving structural dynamic models with many uncertain parameters. The Hybrid Monte Carlo method was successfully applied to updating of a linear structural dynamic model with 31 uncertain parameters. The next step is to apply these tools to Bayesian structural model updating of more complicated structural systems and to the case where data are collected from real structures. Here we will show that the probability density function f͑ , p͒ as defined in Eq. ͑4͒ is the stationary distribution for the evolution in ͑40͒. Consider ٌ · ͑fv͑x͑t͒,t͒͒ = f ٌ · ͑v͑x͑t͒,t͒͒ + v͑x͑t͒,t͒ · ٌf = f ٌ · ͑v͑x͑t͒,t͒͒ − fv͑x͑t͒,t͒
Thus f͑ , p͒ϭstationary distribution for Eq. ͑40͒ ͓equivalently for Eqs. ͑6͒ and ͑7͔͒ since it satisfies the corresponding stationary diffusionless FPE ͑Liouville's equation͒ ٌ · ͕fv͓x͑t͒,t͔͖ = 0 ͑43͒
Appendix II
Var͑Ẽ ͓g͔͑͒͒ = E͓͑Ẽ ͓g͔͑͒ − E͓Ẽ ͓g͔͔͑͒͒ 
